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the below instructions are for flashing the android 1.0 firmware on the samsung infuse 4g. if you are on a different android version, or on a different samsung device, just follow the instructions and make sure
you stay in download mode while flashing the firmware. 4. after you have the infuse 4g m33 bootloader in your computer, start the samsung infuse 4g, and press the vol up and vol down buttons simultaneously
until the following message appears: “download mode has been detected”. download the combination file for your particular model of your samsung galaxy s2. the combination file is just a zip file containing the
following files: a firmware for your samsung galaxy s2 an odin utility a flashing tool once you have downloaded and saved the files to your computer, it's time to extract the zip file using 7-zip. to extract the zip
file, right-click on the zip file in windows explorer and select 'extract all'. do not select 'extract here'. if you select 'extract here' on windows, it may overwrite the files on your hard drive. if that happens, you can

get the latest firmware for your samsung galaxy s2 by unzipping the zip file back into the folder it came from. this will get the latest firmware for your device. if you only want to extract the firmware for your
device, use the command 7-zip /e xxlp6xxlpb where xxlp6xxlpb is the firmware you want to extract. it is important to mention that your galaxy s2 will be connected to your computer via usb cable. once your

device is connected to your computer via usb cable, execute odin3 v3.09 on your computer. the default location for odin3 v3.09 is c: and you can change the location of odin3 v3.09 in settings. in settings, you
can also change the screen resolution of the odin interface. once you have enabled usb debugging on your samsung galaxy s2 and selected the option in settings to connect your device to your computer via usb

cable, odin3 v3.09 will recognize your device. select 'pda' as the source. you will see a pop-up window asking you to connect your device via usb cable.
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the factory reset is the first step and the most basic action performed by the android data recovery
software. you can clear the app cache, android data and all the settings that you dont need. while

the factory reset is going on, the android data recovery software scans the device memory for all the
lost files and then begins to restore them. the recovery software will get the data from different data

sources like sd card, internal memory, the cloud storage, etc. the android data recovery software
uses a state-of-art algorithm that makes it fast and highly effective. the android data recovery

software is also known as a data recovery tool. you can have an easy access to all of the lost data.
however, sometimes the data recovery software cant access some of the data or cant restore them.

this is called as a data loss. it is quite common for all the android devices. the reason behind this
problem is the overwriting of the damaged data by the system files. the recovery software tries to
correct this issue and then gives you a chance to preview the recovered data before the recovery
process begins. samsung galaxy s6 android 1.0 firmware free download is the original firmware

which can replace your current firmware and make your android device faster and more stable. no
rooting is required. the flashable firmware is a clean stock version of the firmware, so you don't need
to do any additional flashing. the firmware is totally free, it does not need you to pay anything for it.
all you need is to download and extract the firmware zip file that you have downloaded. now you can

download and transfer the firmware file to your samsung galaxy s6 and run the firmware update.
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